For drift field generation IS structures with a fixed positive charge were developed in the 80's and employed on solar cells. While many papers were published about the positively charged IS structure there has been little interest in a negatively charged IS structure (I − S structure) [1] . In comparison to solar cells with back surface field (BSF) such structures could improve conversion efficiency more significantly. They also open the way to novel field effect supported solar cells on n-type silicon. The paper represents results of the preparation and characterization of the I − S structure on Silicon (Si)
Introduction
The negatively charged IS structure (I − S structure) already described in [2, 4] As the most recent results are subject to this publication we refer to [2, 4, 6] for further information.
Applications
The I − S structure [3] can be used for I. passivating solar cell surfaces where electron injecting electrodes contact a p-type conduction layer (field induced by I − S structure or by doping) [4] .
Advantages:
Minorities (free electrons) are accelerated away from surface, thereby decreasing surface recombination rate R s ; material degradation due to heavy doping (thermally inactive dopands, strained/broken bonds) is prevented. An additional external drift field source exists which improves charge carrier separation at significant charge transport (i. e. currents, e.g. at MPP) -useful especially for thin active layers (d ≤ 100 µm). II. a good anti reflection (AR) coating; AlF 3 is transparent for λ ≥ 200 nm, n ≈ 1.37 in λ ∈ [400; 1200] nm.
Optical gain at respective surface is increased; usage at bifacial solar cells. Applicable in compound with field effect passivation (analogous to Si 3 N 4 /SiO 2 layer compounds with fixed positive charges on Si) III. preparing p inversion layer solar cells on n-Si and preparing first solar cells completely governed by field effect [5] for the first time ever.
First p inversion layer solar cell, first solar cell completely governed by field effect → research, development of novel solar cell structures. No interstitial BO 5 complexes representing effective recombination centres by using Phosphorous doped Si as a substrate.
Sample preparation, technological aspects
4″ <100> Si wafers were oxidized by • a conventional furnace process for growing silicon dioxide (SiO 2 ) of d SiO2 = 90 Å.
• a rapid thermal oxidation process (RTO) for growing 
Characterization
For estimating the effective fixed charge |N eff of the I − S structure mercury probe capacitance-voltage (Hg-C/V) measurements were carried out with an SSM 495. The effective fixed charge |N eff consists of all fixed charges within the insulting layers (i.e. |Q SiO2 , |Q AlF3 ) which are normalized to the interface (||) SiO 2 ||Si with respective relative dielectric constants ε rel and the distance from SiO 2 ||Si. Fig. 2 shows the evolution of |N eff with time of samples stored in ambient air at room temperature. The progress within the last 12 months [6] For the localization of electrons in deep potential wells an F deficiency at AlF 3 ||SiO 2 is essential. According to measurements of the compositional parts of Aluminium (Al) and F within the AlF 3 there exists a significant F deficiency as can be seen in Fig. 3 . For measurement inclined-angle RBS was used. When characterizing samples by Hg-C/V an annormal tilt of the C/V curve was detected. This transient phenomenon gave a profound insight into the mechanism of electron localization as discussed below. Fig. 4 shows C/V curves of both a normal sample and a sample being within the transient charge anomaly. The impact of solar radiation on the I − S structure was investigated for detecting any degradation of |N eff . In contrast to common solar cell surface structures |N eff increased by 38 % due to illumination (solar spectrum, AM 1.5, 1 Sun), levelling off after 8 h irradiation time at −4.85×10 12 cm -2 .
Interpretation of measurement results -brief model description of the I − S structure
As mentioned above F vacancies are essential for localizing electrons. AlF 3 is an insulator; there are no free charge carriers. Therefore the electrons have to penetrate AlF 3 from Si by tunneling through the thin SiO 2 layer. The energy which is necessary for electron tunneling towards the F vacancies is provided by the Coulomb force of F vacancies , promoted by a giant potential step of about 4 eV from the Fermi level within Si to these F vacancies which are just above the valence band edge of AlF 3 . That can be seen in fig. 2 since the negative charge increases with storage time. The giant potential step is also responsible for the localization of electrons within AlF 3 ; its 4 eV in compound with the SiO 2 layer prevents electrons from tunneling back into Si.
In section 3 a charge anomaly causing an additional twist of the C/V curve was mentioned. The relatively low occupation probability of F vacancies indicates that their majority is situated are above the Fermi level. The charge anomaly strongly suggests that the occupied F vacancies can be classified in two different subbands. While the lower one fixes electrons into deep potential wells the Coulomb force of the upper one is weak enough to allow for limited delocalization within AlF 3 (hopping conduction, [7] ) at strong bias fields as long as this subband is not fully occupied yet. That phenomenon occurs within the first couple of weeks from preparation. Its duration depends on the tunneling rate of electrons as it estimates the charge of F vacancies as a function of time. Fig. 7 shows the 1 st derivatives V / C ∂ ∂ of a normal C/V curve and one with a charge anomaly. By detailed energetic band reconstruction based on Hg-C/V results and respective material parameters [8] an energy subband with a charge density of −1×10 11 cm -2 was estimated. It is increasingly occupied during the charging of the I − S structure. On the energy scale it is situated 0.85 eV above E V (AlF 3 ); it is the type II vacancy in fig. 6 . The charge forming the vast majority of |N eff is situated maximally 0.38 eV above E V (AlF 3 ); it is the type III vacancy in fig.  6 . The vacancy type I consists of the unoccupied F vacancies. On the energy scale it is situated at least several kT above E F (AlF 3 ). The introduction of a thermodynamical tuning of interatomic distances by modified deposition parameters can lead to an increased occupation probability of F vacancies because the subband energy levels will drop with increasing interatomic distance [8] . Hence an increased fixed negative charge |N eff is still feasible. fig. 3 ; the anomaly leading to three turning points of the C/V curve of sample 8 (s8) can be seen
The increase of |N eff by exposing the I − S structure to solar irradiation (AM1.5, 1 Sun) of 38 % is due to an increased density of electrons at Si||SiO 2 . These optically generated electrons got also the additional energy of the Si band gap so that their tunneling probability increases by several orders of magnitude, leading to an accelerated occupation of F vacancies. This phenomenon results in the paradox situation that the field effect performance of the I − S structure is getting better with solar irradiation.
It is worth notifying that the Eigenvalues of a one dimensional harmonic oscillator model with respective parameters (ionization energies, Madelung constants, interatomic distances, etc.) along the line Al[F]Al leads to two energy levels which can be occupied and of which one is situated very near E V (AlF 3 ). The next Eigenvalue is already situated above E F (AlF 3 ) and is thus cannot be occupied. For better understanding of the atomistic structure of AlF 3 a small section of an Al 6 F 18 cluster is shown in Fig. 8 . A more detailed evaluation of measurement data including UPS, NEXAFS, and a comprehensive model evaluation I − S structure will be represented soon [9] . 
Conclusions
The I − S structure is able to induce a high density of localized electrons in the immediate vicinity to an Si substrate and is therefore a novel structure which can improve solar cell efficiency. Currently a nominal effective charge of |N eff = − 4×10 12 cm -2 has been reached. In contrast to common solar cell structures the performance of the I − S structure increases with exposure to solar irradiation. After being exposed to 1 Sun, AM1.5 for 8 h |N eff increased by 38 % to |N eff = − 4.85×10 12 cm -2 . Both charges have been found to be stable in ambient air at room temperature.
F vacancies within AlF 3 represent deep localization centres for electrons. Additional electrons tunneling from Si through SiO 2 into AlF 3 are driven by a giant potential step of 4 eV and the attractive Coulomb force of unoccupied F vacancies when moving to AlF 3 . There are two subbands formed by occupied F vacancies. The type II vacancy localizes electrons slighly less so that electrons can move at strong bias fields by hopping conduction within AlF 3 as long as these vacancies are not fully occupied yet.
